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Values Theme for January:
Resilience & Perseverance

Well Done!
We are so proud of our fantastic
children. At the start of term, we
reminded
all
the pupils of our
expectations for behaviour and they have
shown us that they are striving to be ‘The
best that they can be’. The Year 6
playground buddies are doing a marvellous
job of helping the younger pupils and also
keeping the outside play area neat and
tidy.

Extra Curricular Activities
We are now able to provide a keep active
breakfast club and an after school club
every day. On Monday the art club held
their first session. The children created
fabulous under sea collages to add to a
calendar, they had great fun and didn’t
even complain about the amount of tidying
up they had to do.

Premier Sport run an archery club on
Tuesday and a football club on Friday,
these are currently over subscribed but
check the booking page for updates. On
Wednesday
Caroline
from
Dancing
Dimensions teaches a range of dance
styles and on Thursday Premier Sport run
a musical theatre club. Both these clubs
have a few spaces. Please look at the
Extra Curricular Activities section on
the school website.

Covid Update
From 11th January in England, people who
receive positive lateral flow results for
COVID-19 will be required to self-isolate
immediately and won't be required to
take a confirmatory PCR test. This is a
temporary measure while COVID-19 rates
remain high across the UK. Whilst levels
of COVID-19 are high, the vast majority
of people with positive LFD results can be
confident that they have COVID-19.
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Lateral flow tests are taken by people
who do not have COVID-19 symptoms.
Anyone who develops one of the three
main COVID-19 symptoms should stay at
home and self-isolate and take a PCR
test. They must self-isolate if they get a
positive test result, even if they have had
a recent negative lateral flow test these rules have not changed.
Under this new approach, anyone who
receives a positive lateral flow device
(LFD) test result should report their
result on gov.uk and must self-isolate
immediately but will not need to take a
follow-up PCR test. After reporting a
positive LFD test result, they will be
contacted by NHS Test and Trace so
that their contacts can be traced and
must continue to self-isolate.

Hemblington Fire Day
Do you know anyone in the local fire

Curriculum Letters
You should have received a curriculum
letter detailing your child’s learning for
this term. Curriculum information is also
available to view on the school website.
Robin Class will receive their letters when
Miss Todd returns to school.

Library Books
We are very grateful to Jennifer
Mangkusasono for helping us sort out our
library. She has done a major stock take
of all the books and has found that we
have quite a few books missing. Please
check at home to see if you have any
books with the Hemblington stamp in or a
library barcode inside the front cover.

service?
We are hoping to organise a 'Fire Day'
for all the children in school, with lots of
fun learning opportunities all around the
science of fire, fire safety and other
fire-related topics! For this, we would
love to have a visit from the local fire
brigade (ideally with a fire engine) so if
you have any contacts and could help us
out please email
pgunn38kq@yare-edu.org.uk or speak to
Mrs Gunn or Mrs Reeves on the
playground - thank you!
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This Week’s Learning
Robins took their Science lesson out into
the sunny environmental garden this week,
looking for early shoots in the ground. We
have been learning all about plants and how
seeds and bulbs develop and mature into
plants and flowers. Sadly, we didn’t find any
Tulip or Daffodil shoots yet, but we enjoyed
exploring the leaf-covered garden anyway!

Cygnets have enjoyed putting their winter
clothes on and going out to investigate the
ice in the school grounds.

Swan Class constructed a reading tent
for the classroom. They followed the
instructions very carefully and it looks
lovely in the classroom.
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Kestrel Class
This week, we have started our unit on
Fractions; we have been identifying
fractions within shaded shapes
establishing which is the part and whole
and applying this knowledge to equivalent
fractions. In English, we had great fun
writing similes and metaphors about
people in the classroom which we will look
to include in our own conversational
poems.
The highlight of the week was computing
where we explored language linked to
coding such as bug, debugging, algorithm,
procedure and program. We did this
through a practical activity where the
class had to program the teacher through
a series of algorithms (instructions) to
create a jam sandwich.The final result
was…interesting!
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This week Swallows have been busy
finishing their Roman learning, as next week
we launch our ‘Dragons of China’ topic! We
researched ancient Roman entertainment
and explored the life of a gladiator. The
Swallows used their creative flair to design
posters advertising an upcoming gladiator
battle taking place at the Colosseum.
During our gallery session, we commented
on how eye catching and persuasive the
posters were. Great work Swallows!

Kingfishers have been busy this week
preparing their shoe boxes ready to create
mini rainforests. They have painted the
backgrounds, and also made animals out of
card ready to put them in the correct layers
of the rainforest.
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Eagles have been working on
personification in their English this week.
They have all written a poem called
‘Journey to School’ This is Molly H’s poem.
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